March 2011 – Version 1
- Published in journal Trials as initial public version
- Used for pilot audits – Düsseldorf, Uppsala
- Review of pilot phase (Brussels, December)
- Extensive revision and simplification; supplementary material added

January 2012 – Version 2
- Circulated to auditor / WP10 / WP8 volunteers
- Structured TCs, early April 2012; further refinement of some sections

April 2012 – Version 2.1
- Face to face meeting, Brussels (17/04)
- All sections re-examined; further clarification where necessary
- E-mail exchange to resolve outstanding issues

May 2012 – Version 2.2
- Standards completed - for use in 2012 audits
- TCs organised to discuss revised supplementary material
- Revision of supplementary E&E material completed

July 2012 – E&E Material
- Revision of supplementary E&E material completed